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Valentino Piana

� Economist and international consultant.

� Lead author of the book “Innovative economic policies for
climate change mitigation”.

� Key Italian expert of the Paris Agreement and local / sectoral
action, including eco-neighbourhoods, electric mobility, urban
regeneration.

� Nominated to the IPCC Scoping Meeting on the Special Report
on 1.5°C, although finally not shortlisted.

� Selected participant to the key Oxford 2016 conference on 1.5°C.
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37 abrupt shifts in climate
system identified in CMIP5
models including biome changes,
permafrost loss, ocean
circulation changes, sea-ice
snow and glacier loss

20% of thresholds of
abrupt shifts crossed for
1.5°C compared to 50% at
2°C

Source: Drijfhout et al., 2016; Schleussner, 2016a.
For Italy see Schleussner, 2016b.

Why 1.5°C is crucial



Source:
Seneviratne et al., 2016.

Temperature and carbon budgets



May, 2016: we have 5 year and something of current emissions 
before crashing into the 1.5C carbon budget (66%).

Source: McSweeney and Pearce, 2016
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How to use these 5 years of carbon budget

Boosting action by
International climate
inititives and coalitions
of the private sector, investors,
civil society,
cities and regions



NAZCA: Non-state actor zone for climate action

Non-state actor are key to climate mobilisation and action. Further commitments encouraged.
Italian cities and regions should verify how to join these efforts, including by attracting investors.



Coalitions and international initiatives

Carbon price just one of many fields of action.



An example:
the Under 2 Memorandum of Understanding



Their impacts

Source: Höhne et al. 2016



Much deeper cuts than official INDC
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Source: Höhne et al. 2016
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A green bond to fund Sustainable Action Plans

�Integrated plans by urban and
local authorities
�Locally elaborated, structured and
endorsed
�Appropriate mix of sectoral and
horizontal actions of mitigation and
adaptation
�Large synergies possible across
plans and specific lines of action all
over the world
�Currently under-funded
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plans and specific lines of action all
over the world
�Currently under-funded

�

�At the end of Q2, issuance for 2016 stood at
USD 34.6bn bringing it close to the total
issuance for 2015 with 6 months of the year
to go.

� In the first two weeks since the end of Q2 -
total issuance surpassed the 2015 total.
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Covenants of Mayors + 

Compact of Mayors = 

Global Covenant of Mayors 

for Climate & Energy

Green bonds

Source: CBI, 2016.
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